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The recent Winter Olympics in
Pyeongchang, South Korea was
extra special as South and North
Korean athletes competed under
one flag for some team events.
Observers speculated that this was
possibly a diplomatic gesture on
the side of President Moon Jae-in
to quell tensions between the two
countries,
even
if
only
momentarily.
This comes at the heels of North
Korea’s development of intercontinental
ballistic
missiles
(ICBMs) aimed at South Korea’s ally,
the United States. About 10 days
after the closing ceremony, Kim
Jong-un proffered an olive branch
by proposing the third interKorean summit between the North
and South, more than a decade
after the last one. The summit is
scheduled to be held at the Peace
House in Panmunjom, a truce
village at the DMZ.
In a public lecture organized by the
Jeffrey
Cheah
Institute
of
Southeast Asia, Prof. Yoon Youngkwan, Emeritus Professor of Seoul
National University and former
Foreign Minister of South Korea
between
2003
to
2004,
commented on this unexpected

willingness to talk as a possible
signal of North Korea’s openness to
denuclearization.
However, there is suspicion over
the intentions of Kim Jong-un since
the invitation came in the midst of
North
Korea’s
increasingly
belligerent posture. North Korea
had launched more than forty
missiles since 2016, the last one
being as recent as November 2017,
on top of the three nuclear tests
conducted between 2016 and 2017.
North Korea is now in possession of
the short (Scud), medium (Nodong),
long-range
(Musudan),
and
intercontinental ballistic (Hwasong)
missiles with a reach of 800, 1300,
3500, and 13,000 km respectively.

Rapid Nuclearization
The United States had been
surprised by the rapidity with
which North Korea was able to
develop ICBM technologies and
turn its low-key nuclear technology
– brought into the country in the
late 1960s for peaceful purposes
through Russia – into a nuclear
weapons powerhouse. The supply
of locally available uranium
probably aided in the matter.
Moreover, North Korea had seen
the fall of the Libyan and Iraqi

dictatorships after they gave up
their nuclear programmes. North
Korea is seeking normalization in
its relationship with the United
States while insisting that the latter
accepts its nuclear programme.
The Trump administration, on the
other hand, is intent on pursuing
the unequivocal dismantlement of
the programme, with the dangled
‘carrots’ being the in-flow of
economic
aid;
diplomatic
normalization;
and
security
guarantees.

A Long History
Prof. Yoon spoke of a 500-year
history that preceded the
geopolitics that now sandwiches
North Korea between China and
the United States. It also
influenced the ever-changing
political relations between the old
kingdoms of Northeast Asia (China,
Japan and the Korean Peninsula)
and Central Asia through Russia.
The United States, as a political and
military ally to Japan and South
Korea, has military assets in the
region that are a bane to both
China and North Korea. Moreover,
the
Trump
administration’s
hawkish attitude towards North
Korea has the effect of unsettling
Pyongyang as the latter has to deal
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with a seemingly ruthless and
unpredictable opponent.
The power struggle between the
East Asian states had always been
about maritime control, but that
struggle has turned increasingly
deadly with the presence of the
ICBMs. Nuclear technology can
either be a panacea to the
developmental issues facing an
energy-starved country such as
North Korea, or a destructive
military tool. The destructive
potential of nuclear technology is
not merely a concern to the
superpowers of the world, but also
the smaller neighbouring countries
in North- and Southeast Asia.
Further, the end of the Cold War
and pursuit of marketization by the
CIS countries, do not mean the end
of an ideological warfare. The
communist regimes of China (seen
as a political alternative to the
liberal permissiveness of the
United States) and North Korea are
still going strong.

Circling Tigers
Following economic sanctions, the
locating of American military
assets in South Korea, and the
threat of a military strike on the
North Korean regime, North Korea
is now ready for a “candid dialogue”
with the United States. Expected to
take place in May 2018 after the
April inter-Korean summit, Prof.
Yoon speculated that this dialogue
could either be a strategic change
on the part of Kim Jong-un, or a
calculated ploy to weaken present
economic sanctions and extract
benefits through deception. He
doesn’t seem too optimistic about
the possibility of North Korea
accepting the necessary deep

inspection of the International
Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) given
their history of strong resistance to
such measures, and the fact that
the North Korean regime could
have many hidden nuclear facilities.
Nevertheless,
he
saw
the
unpredictability of Trump as
possibly causing anxiety to the
North Korean regime, therefore
prompting the offer of a dialogue.
In her discussant's response to Prof
Yoon, Professor Karen Thornber of
Harvard University said that some
Harvard scholars had pointed to
how the recent dynamics between
North Korea and the United States
could be seen as one more
iteration of a cycle of North Korean
diplomacy in which North Korea
deescalates,
engages
in
conciliatory
rhetoric,
then
reescalates.
Prof.
Thornber
ventured that North Korea’s
openness to talking with the
United
States
is
not
unprecedented, given that a
number of prominent American
political figures have visited North
Korea in the past, including Jimmy
Carter, Bill Clinton, Madeleine
Albright and Joseph Yun.
In February 2012, North Korea
agreed to temporarily cease
developing nuclear weapons and
allow inspections of its nuclear
complex in exchange for food aid.
But in April 2012, it attempted a
long-range rocket flight to
celebrate Kim Il-sung’s 100th
birthday.
Therefore, it remains unclear at
this point whether the current
rhetoric among North Korea and
other nations will replicate this
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pattern of belligerence alternated
with short bursts of conciliatory
measures, or if there will be
different developments.

